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The purpose of this report is to introduce or reacquaint readers of Management in Education to the scholarship of the BELMAS RIG, Critical Education Policy and Leadership Studies (CEPaLS). We will do that by exemplifying our scholarly activity in the following broad themes: events; research; publications; and networks.

Events
Members of the BELMAS CEPaLS RIG meet two or three times a year at one of our three centres: UCL and the Universities of Manchester and Nottingham. One of these meetings will take place over two days to allow for deeper collaboration and sustained activity. The events are themed according to our strategic research plan, and so address in turn “privatisation and corporatisation”; “practice and professionalism”; “knowledge production and globalisation”; and “leadership and entrepreneurialism”.

Our last meeting was in Manchester from 28-29 June 2018, and focused on the third of these themes over two days. Two keynote speakers presented to the RIG on different aspects of knowledge production and globalisation, bringing to bear their research activities and their new conceptualisations of the field. The first was Prof Roger Dale (University of Bristol), co-founder of Globalisation, Societies and Education, and the second was Dr Stephen Parker (University of Glasgow), Managing Editor of Critical Studies in Education. On day two, Prof Helen Gunter (University of Manchester) led a methodological workshop on “Investigating knowledge production: Identifying and using primary sources”.

Research
CEPaLS members undertake a wide range of research that illuminates power relations and structural inequity in the fields of educational leadership and policy. Recent notable examples include CEPaLS co-convenor, Dr Rob Higham (UCL), whose research into the ‘self-improving system’ agenda (Greany and Higham, 2018) has been widely reported. Dr Steve Courtney won a British Academy Rising Star Engagement Award in 2017 for his project, “Privatisation in education across Europe: New forms in a changing context”. This funding enabled researchers from across Europe to convene and share the implications of their latest analyses (see Courtney 2018). Prof Howard Stevenson has also led important research on trade unions for the teaching profession with fellow University of Nottingham researchers and CEPaLS members, Alison Milner and Emily Winchip. This project was funded by the European Trade Union Committee for Education.

Publications
CEPaLS members publish widely in highly rated journals, for example, in Journal of Education Policy (Rayner et al., 2018); Educational Management,
Two CEPaLS books were launched in June 2018 at the University of Manchester (Lim, 2018a). The first was “Educational leadership: Theorising professional practice in neoliberal times”, edited by Courtney, McGinity and Gunter (2018) and with contributions from CEPaLS members including Drs Kay Fuller, Linda Hammersley-Fletcher, Stephen Rayner and Prof Pat Thomson. The collection seeks to highlight the crucial role of theory and theorising in making sense of educational leaders’ identifications and roles in times of reform. The second, titled “Inside the autonomous school: Making sense of a global educational trend”, was written by CEPaLS member Dr Maija Salokangas (Trinity College Dublin), with Prof Mel Ainscow (University of Manchester). The two books were introduced and highly recommended by Profs David James and Terry Wrigley respectively (Lim, 2018b). Other recently published CEPaLS books focus on an intellectual history of school leadership (Gunter, 2016); the politics of public education (Gunter, 2019); and educational leadership and Pierre Bourdieu (Thomson, 2017).

**Networks**

CEPaLS at BELMAS is affiliated with a number of national and international networks. The strongest links are those with the University of Manchester research group also known as CEPaLS. The two CEPaLS share an imbricated history, membership and founding convenor in Prof Helen Gunter, as well as mutually reinforcing intellectual projects. Two networks provide international affiliations and foci. Both have scholars from across Europe and beyond. One of these networks is LE@DS, with a focus on leading democratic schools, and the other is PoPE, or Processes of Privatisation in Europe. These networks continue to generate major collaborations, visits and funding bids.

**Plans**

CEPaLS aims to strengthen and expand its research activities both through and beyond the networks listed above. For instance, we aim to have a strong presence at the 2019 BELMAS conference; Courtney and Gunter are leading an international group of contributors in the production of a landmark critical-leadership textbook; and future CEPaLS events are planned to bring in ever-greater numbers of new members with exciting projects of their own.
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